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INTRODUCTION
Neural networks and fuzzy systems are different approaches to introducing humanlike reasoning to knowledge-based intelligent systems. The integration of fuzzy logic and neural networks seems natural and full of benefits (Kasabov, 1998) . Artificial Neural Network (ANN) learns from scratch by adjusting the interconnections between layers. Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) is a computing framework based on the concept of fuzzy set theory, fuzzy if-then rules, and fuzzy reasoning. Integrating ANN and FIS have attracted the growing interest of researchers due to the growing need of adaptive intelligent systems to meet the real world requirements. (Nauk, 1995) proposes a taxonomy to describe different combinations of neural networks and fuzzy systems by Fuzzy Neural Networks, Concurrent Neuro -Fuzzy Models, Cooperative NeuroFuzzy Models, Hybrid Neuro -Fuzzy Models. An example for the last architecture is ANFIS (AdaptiveNetwork-Based Fuzzy Inference System) - (Jang, 1993) , (Jantzen, 1998) . The first applications of fuzzy neural networks to consumer products appeared on the Japanese and Korean market in 1991. Some examples include (Fuller, 1995) : air conditioners, electric carpets, electric fans, electric thermo-pots, desk-type electric heaters, forced-flue kerosene fan heaters, kerosene fan heaters, microwave ovens, refrigerators, rice cookers, vacuum cleaner, washing machines, clothes dryers, photocopying machines, and word processors. (Vieiraa, 2004) provides a comparison of artificial neural networks and neuro-fuzzy systems applied for modeling and controlling a real system. Most of studies were made in the field of the modeling / identification / estimation / fault diagnosis for the mentioned system - (Woei, 2005) . Fewer papers are allowed for a VC strategy combined with fuzzy or neuro-fuzzy controller, and only some samples concern the current loop. For designing neuro-fuzzy controllers (NFC), an initial standard vector control structure (rotor flux variant) was considered - (Doumbia, 1997) . In some previous works - (Mihai 2006) , (Mihai 2007) , the author performed the synthesis of SISO neuro-fuzzy (N-F) controllers that could replace the classical controllers (PI and hysteresis type for speed, respectively for current) with several benefits. Unlike other studies and solutions that implement a Mamdani controller, it is about Sugeno type controllers generated by the ANFIS (Jang, 1993) program. But the author found that the designer must be advised on several aspect concerning the best operating conditions of the system for data acquisition, the training data collection preparing and the results tuning. Continuing the paper (Mihai, 2009) , several designing details for these aspects are followed both for the speed and current NFCs, in the DISO variant (considering the error variation of the variables). The results are selected from a wide range of operating conditions and induction motors taken into account (in the power range 2-37 kW, having as target application the transportation systems with low mechanical shock).
THE TRAINING DATA PROCESSING
The study carried (Mihai, 2009) has revealed that the expected (from the cycle type) non-monotonical evolution of the speed is completed by more or less powerful ringing phenomena that could have several explanations. It is unavoidable a commutations between the generated fuzzy rules (sets) as well as the commutations effect. However, every effort paid in order to reduce such oscillation should improve the overall behavior of the system. And the next (natural) idea is to tray for a good (declared) data training set, some additional processing like: a. the reduction of the samples for increasing the speed of the training procedure (for a set of 3 x 110,000 data and a standard 2 GHz PC, this duration can reach many hours..); b. a filtering of the samples, so that some discrete noises could be eliminated. For the first step, a program was made for selecting from a N component vector V another one V s , taking only the m th samples; the new vector has N m components, as follows:
A comparison image of the initial training data (speed loop, 110,000 sets) and the selected ones (m=5) is given by the fig. 1 , both for the ε ω (left) and ∆ ε ω (right). Some small differences are visible only for ∆ ε ω For a bigger m (like 10), the samples of ∆ ε ω become spaced out in an obvious manner. As for the second action (the data filtering), it has a bigger role for ∆ ε ω , where the high rate commutations could be in a direct relation with the control ringing. The question is if the filtering does not modify the useful data substance. Because the second NFC speed controller input was added as a supplementary one in order to improve the training process, what is important is the bias of this variable and not the high rate commutations and the local big slopes. In this meaning, the filtering could be useful, indeed. The fig. 2 b and c present the filtered results using a Savitzky-Golay (polynomial) FIR smoothing filter (filter 1); the other filter (denoted 2) is a fist c. d.
order one. Both filters have been tuned by several tests. The aspect of the training data in these conditions (after a selection procedure and a double filtering) is given by the fig. 2d . The fig. 3 certifies a good quality of the new training data set by the similarity between the trajectory of the initial system and the trajectory associated with the data generated for the speed NFC. A direct comparison between the control variable from the initial PI speed controller and the fuzzy controller delivered by training the neural network is presented by the fig. 4 . Now, joining the experience for the previous stage, a good (better) global behavior of the system with the speed NFC is expected. The fig. 5 brings the characteristic elements (fuzzy sets, graphical correlations between the variables) for a tuned speed NFC in the next conditions: -1 operation quadrant; -selected and double filtered training data; -saturation of the output for the speed controller; -7 fuzzy sets, 100 training epochs, max-prod-wtaver operators for the Sugeno NF controller; A supplementary tuning of the generated fuzzy controller was made in order to reduce some spikes of the electromagnetic torque (although with minor effects on the final speed evolution). This tuning is based on the supposition that this phenomenon could be related with (generated by) some big slopes in the inputs of the FIS controller. Such zones are identified in the projection speed error -output and the fuzzy sets are slightly modified following the effect on the slope attenuation. The fuzzy sets for the speed error variation have an unusual form but the dependence output (∆ ε ω ) became, obviously, a smooth one.
A global results for the system with the new speed NFC is shown by the fig. 6a and the quality of the controller is certified by the fig. 6b , where a different (much shorter than in the training step) speed cycle was imposed.
The same speed NFC is tested for different operation conditions (simultaneously applied) than those from the training step: -a step speed input; -a much higher steady-state speed value; -an inertia bigger with 50 %; -the motor resistance bigger with 25 % (like for a heating effect); -a random variation of the load torque around the training values. The results from the fig. 7b could give, again, an excellent mark for the NF controller, compared with the initial PI speed controller ( fig. 7 .a) -considering that the training of the NF solution was made in very different operating conditions. Other test was made with no load torque (only a friction component, depending on speed); the results had the same quality.
THE SYNTHESIS OF THE CURRENT NFC.
The substitution of the standard current controllers (hysteretic type) that deliver directly the firing pulses to the inverter by NFC units is very challenging by several reasons: -the high rate commutations (with sudden rise and fall edges) that could be not quite appropriate for the "continuous " approach specific to the fuzzy logic; -the training data does not obey a bias that could characterize the IN-OUT functional relation; -the sampling is much higher than for the current. However, the author has succeeded to obtain a viable current SISO NFC in a system having a classical speed controller (Mihai, 2007) , designing a special block for the training data acquisition (and, later, for the pulse generation by the NFC). The fig, 8 gives the image of such a block for 3 DISO current NFC, one for each phase. The aim of the study at this level is to answer and overcome the next problems: -which is the image of the current error variation and how important is to manage this variable; -which are the best operation conditions for the data training sampling: initial tuning of the current loops, operating quadrant, speed reference type etc;
-if it is possible to avoid some big spikes (commutations) on the power part, due, mainly, to the extrapolation type computations that the training of the NN brings especially in the edge regions of the variables range; -if the reduction of these spikes is a matter of the training step or is related with a post-tuning procedure; -which is the best sampling rate for the training data; -how long must be the training time interval? -if a values selection and filtering is useful for the current too; According to the simulations of the initial model (and the one having a speed NFC) gives a PWM commutation frequency under 25 kHz. Then, a 30 µs sampling rate seems good. A shorter (than for the speed controller synthesis) cycle of 5 sec leads to 166,000 samples for each phase. The acquisition block from fig.  8 stores both saturated and non-saturated variables - (Mihai, 2007) . The fig. 9 presents the samples c k , c k-1 , ∆c k non-saturated (the upper windows) and the same saturated variables (lower windows), justifying the necessity of the saturation procedure. There is, always, a high first values zone that makes the controller insensible to the common operating values during the most part of the regime. As a result, the obtained fuzzy controller is not able to realize a (suitable) commutation. That is why an additional bloc (D-sat) for an anti-windup behavior was added in the acquisition a.
b. model, inserted also, later, in front of the final fuzzy controller (Mihai, 2007) . Now, the FLC output is variable but not in a proper manner for the pulses needed by the inverter. A specific block must be added also after the fuzzy controller in order to realize its triggering 0 -1 ( fig. 10) .
A comparison between the initial commutations of the current controller and those after a selection procedures of samples (division by 5) shows that this kind of data preparing could totally change the commutation regime of the inverter: cok; coks div 5 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 A test with the tuned speed NFC inserted in a system having the current NFCc was made and the results are encouraging - fig. 11 . More, the "coexistence" of both NFCs (speed and 3 x current) seems not having some bad effects on the input-output variable evolution for the speed controller -see fig. 12a (only the speed controller is a NF type) and b (both speed and current controllers are NF type).
CONCLUSIONS
The author was interested in obtaining a robust vector control for asynchronous motors by means of neurofuzzy controllers both for the speed and the current loops. The interesting aspects of the research (and the challenge too) concern the passing from a simple controller (with a few or even a single tuning parameter) to a much more complex controller, the neuro-fuzzy units having, practically, an infinite tuning parameters. Although are available methods and programs able to deliver neuro-fuzzy controller based on training inputoutput data, the designer must pay a special attention to some important aspects: the most relevant operating conditions / regimes for the training data acquisition, the pre-processing of these data (by selection, filtering), the training parameters (epochs number, fuzzy sets as number and type etc and, finally, a post-tuning of the neuro-fuzzy controller. A double-input-single output neuro-fuzzy controller is able to bring better results for the system, in term of a solid robustness for different operating conditions. The design of the current neurofuzzy controller is much more complex because of the request to having the output in commutation for driving the power inverter. It is important to mention that the synthesis of a neuro-fuzzy controller operating in commutation mode is possible but requires additional blocks and must be made with lot of care. The tuning of the N-F controllers consists, in fact, in the choice of the fuzzy sets number, their distribution, the operator type and the selected defuzzification method. Some tests with several values for the epochs number proved a minor or no visible influence on the results in term of the training method error. Their number, however, could influence directly the surface control surface and, by that, some accuracy details of the system behavior. The influence of the AND/OR operators was not detectable in the shape of the surface control. The most important difference in the results validity comes from the IN-OUT training data that have a major influence on the distribution of the fuzzy sets; very seldom they have an uniform distribution. Also, different motor parameter sets generate N-F controller having very distinctive characteristics.
